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Electrophoresis simulated with the cage model for reptation
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The cage model for polymer reptation is extended to simulate gel electrophoresis. With increasing
electric field strengthE, the drift velocityv of a long polymer with lengthL shows three different
regimes:~a! the linear regime wherev;E/L; ~b! the quadratic regime wherev;E2, independent
of the length of the polymer; and~c! a regime where the velocity decreases exponentionally withE.
The transition between regimes~a! and ~b! occurs for field strengthsE;L21. The transition
between regimes~b! and~c! occurs for some valueEh , for whichL21!Eh!1. The behavior in the
first two regimes is in agreement with earlier reports on simulations of the Duke–Rubinstein model,
and with experimental work on DNA polymers in agarose gel. The third regime is not reported for
the Duke–Rubinstein model, probably because in this model, stored length cannot compile into
hernias. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!51633-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gel electrophoresis is a widely used tool to separ
mixtures of DNA molecules by length. The DNA is confine
to an agarose gel, and an electric field is applied. Since D
is negatively charged, it moves towards the positive el
trode as a result of this electric field. As the drift veloci
depends on the length, DNA fragments with different leng
end up in different bands, and can therefore easily be s
rated.

Since DNA fragments are usually much longer than
typical spacing between the gel strands, they are unabl
move sideways. De Gennes1 described the motion of a poly
mer in such an environment, and termed itreptation: the
polymers move by diffusion of ‘‘defects’’ along the chain o
monomers. Each defect contracts the polymer by a cer
amount of length, called itsstored length. When a defect
passes a monomer, the monomer is moved by this dista
Figure 1 shows an example where a defect travels throu
polymer of three monomers.

Sideways movement is also largely prohibited in a de
polymer solution or a polymer melt. Therefore the ma
means of movement is believed to be reptation-like. Inde
Perkinset al.,2 show that a polymer in a melt is confined b
a ‘‘tube,’’ by dragging a marked DNA strand through
dense solution of DNA strands.

Two models are widely used to simulate reptation:
repton model, introduced by Rubinstein,3 and the cage
model, introduced by Evans and Edwards.4 In both models,
monomers reside on sites of a simple cubic lattice~or in two
dimensions a square lattice!, and are connected by bonds; th
dynamics consist of single-monomer moves.

In the repton model, stored length consists of zero-len
bonds. For this model, it was proposed by Rubinstein,3 and
later proven by Pra¨hofer and Spohn,5 that the diffusion con-
stantD of the polymer in the limit of long polymer lengthL
obeys the scalingL2D51/3. For finite lengths, the diffusion
constant is known numerically exact up to length 20 a
from Monte Carlo simulations up to length 250.6 The repton
3900021-9606/2000/113(9)/3909/7/$17.00
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model has been adapted for the study of electrophoresi
Duke.7 This Duke–Rubinstein model has been studied
merically for lengths up to 400.8 Simulations of this model
are easy because it can, without loss of generality, be
duced to a one-dimensional model.

In the cage model, stored length consists of a pair
antiparallel nearest-neighbor bonds, calledkinks. The poly-
mer diffusion constant in this model has been determin
numerically exact for small polymer lengths,9 and with
Monte Carlo simulations for polymers up to length 200.10–12

As in the repton model, the polymer diffusion constant sca
asD;L22. In this work, we extend the cage model to sim
late a charged polymer in an electric field. For this model,
find an exponential decrease of the polymer drift veloci
above some valueEh , L21!Eh!1. This regime has no
been found with the Duke–Rubinstein model, probably b
cause of shortcomings of the Duke–Rubinstein model, as
will discuss in Sec. IV.

In Sec. II we describe the cage model and present h
the model can be extended to simulate reptation in a non
electric field. In Sec. II B we discuss scaling arguments
the drift velocity. We present in Sec. III some technical d
tails about how efficient simulations can be achieved w
multispin coding. The simulation results are presented
Sec. IV which includes discussions about the polym
shapes, the distribution of stored length along the polym
and comparison to previous reports.

II. CAGE MODEL

The cage model describes a polymer ofL monomers,
located on the sites of an infinite cubic lattice. The mon
mers are connected byL21 bonds with a length of one
lattice spacing. A single step of the Monte Carlo simulati
consists of selecting randomly a monomer and, if it is free
move, moving it to a randomly selected location~possibly
the current location!.

The monomers at both ends of the polymer are alw
free to move, but monomers in the interior of the polym
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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are only free to move when the two neighbors along
chain are located on the same adjacent lattice site. O
movements might result in an acceptable polymer configu
tion, but are ruled out because they would allow the polym
to move sideways, which is not reptation. One possible in
rior move is shown in Fig. 2. Every possible move occu
statistically with unit rate, setting the time scale. A sing
elementary move thus corresponds to a time incremen
Dt5(2dL)21, whered is the dimensionality of the lattice; in
our case,d53.

A. Electric field

In solution, DNA becomes negatively charged with
fixed charge per unit length. We incorporate this into t
cage model by assigning a chargeq per monomer. The poly-
mer is located in a homogeneous electric fieldEW , that acts on
these charged monomers.

For two monomer positionsrW1 and rW2 , separated by
a displacementrW125rW22rW1 , the difference in potential en
ergy is given byU5qEW •rW12. The ratio of the correspondin
Boltzmann probabilities is

P1 /P25eU/kBT5eqEr/kBT, ~1!

whereE5uEW u is the field strength, andr 5EW •rW12/uEW u is the
displacement parallel to the field.

In a Monte Carlo simulation, this ratio determines
which rates the monomers are to be moved along the fiel
against it. We choose the direction of the electric field alo
one of the body diagonals of the unit cubes, because then
x, y, andz directions are equivalent, and within one eleme

FIG. 1. Movement of a defect along the chain. When a defect moves a
the chain, it displaces monomers which it passes by a distance equal t
stored length.

FIG. 2. One elementary move of a monomer: a ‘‘kink’’~pair of antiparallel
neighboring bonds! is replaced by another kink.
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tary move, the displacementr takes only the two values
62/Ad times the lattice spacing. For convenience, the un
are chosen in such a way thatqr/kBT561.

Each monomer moves with a rateR15exp(E) for
moves which lower the energy andR25exp(2E) for moves
which raise the energy. This is accomplished by random
selecting a monomer, and, if it is free to move, choosing o
of the possible 2d positions with certain probabilities. One
half of the possible positions have a lower energy; these
chosen with a probabilityP1. The other positions have
higher energy and are chosen with a probabilityP2. The
probabilitiesP1 andP2 are given by

P15
1

d

eE

eE1e2E
, P25

1

d

e2E

eE1e2E
. ~2!

The time increment corresponding to one elementary Mo
Carlo move is thus equal to

Dt5
1

dL

1

eE1e2E
; ~3!

this reduces toDt5(2dL)21 for E→0.
Contrary to the repton model, the cage model allows

the creation of so-called hernias. Ahernia is a buildup of
stored length that protrudes from the confining tube of
polymer. We will show that those hernias become import
when the polymer is subjected to an electric fieldEh ,
L21!Eh!1. The difference between the drift velocitie
computed with the repton model and the cage model in th
high electric fields is attributed to polymer configuratio
with hernias.

B. Scaling arguments for the drift velocity

The velocity of a polymer in a small electric field be
haves according to the Nernst–Einstein relation,v5FD,
whereF5qLE is the force. The diffusion constant can thu
be calculated from the drift velocity byD5v/qLE in the
limit E→0. De Gennes1 found the diffusion constant to b
proportional toD;L22. This means the drift velocity isv
;qE/L.

For slightly larger electric fields the Nernst–Einstein r
lation breaks down. Barkema, Marko, and Widom8 give an
intuitive explanation of the dependence of the drift veloc
on the electric field strength. The argument goes as follo

Monte Carlo chains, like continuous chains, transm
tension by an entropic process. A random polymer will ha
an end-to-end length aroundh5AL. When an electric field
is applied, the polymer is stretched in the direction of t
electric field. A stretched polymer configuration is entrop
cally less favorable than a compact form: the result is
elastic force that contracts the polymer. When the elec
field exceeds a certain level, the polymer as a whole
longer resembles a random walk:h.AL. One may cut the
polymer intonb pieces~blobs! of lengthLb5L/nb , that each
still look like a random walk; the average end-to-end d
tance of the blobs is equal to^hb&5ALb. The elastic force is
proportional to the size of the blob and inversely prop
tional to the length of the part of the polymer that forms t

g
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blob: Felastic;hb /Lb . The electric force on a blob is propo
tional to the size of the blob as well as the electric fie
Felectric;hbE. These two forces have to be in balance wh
implies that the blob size isLb;E21. The Nernst–Einstein
relation now applies to the blobs, sov5FbDb5qLbEDb .
Again, if the blob size is large enough,Db;Lb

22 which
makes the speed of the polymer quadratic in the elec
field: v;qE/Lb;qE2. This effect has already been ob
served in the Duke–Rubinstein model by Barkema, Mar
and Widom.8

III. IMPLEMENTATION

As described in Sec. II the monomers are connected
bonds, where each bond has one of 2d possible orientations
One way of describing the polymer configuration is by spe
fying the location of the first monomer and the orientation
all bonds. The advantage of this notation is that only
position of one monomer has to be stored plus the orie
tions of all bonds. The polymer in Fig. 2, for example,
described by the position of the first monomer, on the
side of the figure, and¿xÀy¿z¿xÀx¿z.

The dynamics can be described in terms of bonds.
bonds that are located on both ends of the polymer are
ways free to change. The internal bonds are free to cha
only when they are part of a pair of oppositely orient
neighboring bonds~a kink!. The first and last bond in Fig. 2
can change to any new bond:¿x, ¿y, ¿z, Àx, Ày or Àz.
The kink configuration¿xÀx can change into any new kink
¿xÀx, ¿yÀy, ¿zÀz, Àx¿x, Ày¿y, or Àz¿z.

A. Multispin coding

With multispin coding, many polymers can be simulat
in parallel. We used an approach similar to the one
Barkema and Krenzlin.12 The idea is to write the most tim
consuming parts of the simulation using only the logical
structionsand (`), or (~), exclusive or( % ), andnot (¬);
since those instructions work on the individual bits of
integer, each logical operation can be done for many po
mers at once. Our implementation used 64-bit unsigned
tegers to simulate 64 different polymers in parallel. As d
scribed in Sec. III, there are six directions a bond can po
to, so each bond must be encoded using at least three b
is now possible to encode 64 bonds in three integersx, y, and
z, as shown in Table I.

In each iteration of the inner loop of the algorithm,
random monomeri, 0< i ,L, is selected. When an inne
monomer is selected the two surrounding bonds are c
pared; if they are opposites, they are replaced by a rando

TABLE I. Encoding of a bond in three bits, wherex( i ) is theith bit of x and
so on. Note that the encoding of the negative bonds is the binary com
ment of the positive bonds.

Bond direction

Integer ¿x ¿y ¿z Àx Ày Àz

x( i ) 1 0 0 0 1 1
y( i ) 0 1 0 1 0 1
z( i ) 0 0 1 1 1 0
:
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generated pair of opposite bonds. Section III C describes h
to generate those bonds. The first and last monomers
handled separately, which is described in Sec. III B.

To find the kinks in all of the 64 polymers, we use th
assignment from Eq.~4!:

ki5~xi 21% xi !`~yi 21% yi !`~zi 21% zi !. ~4!

Monomeri is surrounded by bondsi 21 andi. Bit j of ki is
1 if the surrounding bonds of monomeri of polymer j are in
opposite directions.

If a monomer can be moved, it will be relocated using
list of random kinks encoded inx̂, ŷ, andẑ. Bondsi 21 and
i that surround monomeri are replaced byx̂, ŷ, and ẑ and
their binary complements, respectively. Equation~5! shows
how this can be done:

xi 215~¬ki`xi 21!~~ki` x̂!,
~5!

xi5~¬ki`xi !~~ki`¬ x̂!,

and similar statements fory and z. With only 27 logical
operations the kinks near monomeri in all 64 polymers are
replaced by new kinks, while polymers that have no ki
near monomeri are left unaltered.

B. First and last monomer

The first and last monomers are always free to mo
When one of those monomers is selected we can just rep
the bonds with randomly generated bonds:x05¬ x̂,
y05¬ ŷ, z05¬ ẑ if monomer 0 was selected andxL225 x̂,
yL225 ŷ, andzL225 ẑ if monomerL21 was selected. Equa
tion ~5!, with ki51, tells us that we have to use the bina
complement of the random kink when monomer 0 is mov

The complicating factor is that we need to keep track
the position of the first monomer. We have to calculate
distances traveled in thex, y, and z directions. Since those
directions are equivalent, we only calculater 5x1y1z. For
this we only need to know whether the first bonds point a
negative direction, which is one ofÀx, Ày, andÀz. This is
done using the following equation:

d5~x0`y0!~~y0`z0!~~z0`x0!. ~6!

We do this both before and after we insert the random bon
With this information we can calculate the new positions
the first monomers:

r i5r i22dbefore
( i ) 12dafter

( i ) . ~7!

This part of the simulation could not be efficiently imple
mented with multispin coding; we left it as a loop over all 6
polymers.

C. Generation of random kinks

The algorithm described above relies on the availabi
of random kinks. These kinks should be generated with
probabilities as given in Eq.~2!. Since the two bonds in a
kink have opposite directions, only one bond has to be g
erated; the bond on the other side of the monomer is ea
derived.

le-
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The properties of detailed balance are used to cre
those bonds correctly. Certain properties must be enfor
first of all the x, y, and z directions should occur with the
same probability; secondly the ratio of the probabilities
1 and2 bonds is given by quotient ofP2 andP1, as given
in Eq. ~2!; this quotient is given by

Prel5P2/P15e22E. ~8!

The first property is enforced by rotating some of t
bonds~we used 50%! the following way:x¾y, y¾z, and
z¾x. Using a randomly generated bit patternr the following
statements are used to rotate the bonds:

x̃5~r ` x̂!~~¬r ` ŷ!,

ỹ5~r ` ŷ!~~¬r ` ẑ!, ~9!

z̃5~r ` ẑ!~~¬r ` x̂!.

The second property is then enforced by inverting some
the bonds. With 50% probability, the negative bonds are
verted and withPrel times 50% the positive bonds are in
verted. To make sure that all random kinks are independ
we create a list of those and reshuffle this list regularly.

IV. RESULTS

The simulation algorithm described in Sec. III wa
implemented using the C programming language. We us
lagged~24, 55! additive Fibonacci random number gener
tor. The simulations are done on a Silicon Graphics Ori
200 ~180 Mhz! and on a DEC Alpha~466 Mhz! computer.
The latter is faster and takes about 1.1ms for 64 simulta-
neous Monte Carlo steps forL5100. We have performed
simulations for lengths up to 200. The CPU time taken
calculate the drift velocity varied from a few seconds f
small polymers up to about 17 hours for the longest po
mers~L5200! in the smallest electric field~E50.001!.

The polymers where initialized in a U-shape with bo
ends in the direction of the electric field. At regular interva
we checked whether the center-of-mass of a polymer
moved at least its own size, which is the maximum dista
between any two monomers. When this has occurred fo
polymer, we assume that the polymer has thermalized;
measurement starts after this thermalization. The meas
ment is stopped when all polymers have thermalized and
average distance traveled by all polymers is a few times t
own size. We assume that measurements are statisticall
dependent when a polymer has traveled a distance equ
its own size.

A. Drift velocity

The results of our simulations are presented in Fig.
The short polymers, up to length 20, show no superlin
dependence on the velocity on the electric field. Whe
small force,E!L21, is applied to the polymers, the velocit
of the polymers varies linearly with the electric field. When
force aroundE'L21 is applied to the longer polymers, th
polymer velocity depends superlinearly on the electric fie
We show in Sec. IV C that the dependence becomes q
dratic for long polymer chains, as derived in Sec. II B. F
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much larger electric fields, the velocity decreases to zero.
E;1, it is known that the Monte Carlo approach is n
realistic.13 From Fig. 3, we see that the decrease sets in
much lower electric field strengths (Eh!1). This is evidence
that this velocity decrease is a real effect, not an artifac
this model.

For polymer lengthL5100 we performed some sho
simulations to get insight in the typical movement of t
center-of-mass of the polymer. In Fig. 4 the position of t
center-of-mass, scaled with a factor ofE21, is plotted as a
function of time, for different field strengths. The startin
positions of the polymers are chosen such that the graph
not overlap. For the smallest electric fields the movemen
just like one would expect from a diffusing particle, it move
randomly, but with some preferred direction. For the elec
field in the middle range, the diffusion effect becomes re
tively smaller. This results in a smoother behavior. In hi
electric fields the movement of the center-of-mass someti
halts, when the force on the ends of the polymer pulls
polymer into a U-shape. When this happens the polymer
to untangle itself before its center-of-mass can move forw
again.

B. Polymer shapes

The polymer shape in a small electric field resemble
random walk, as shown on the left side of Fig. 5. When
electric field is increased, the shape becomes stretched
allel to the electric field;14 the configuration may be viewe
as a set of blobs which move independently, as discusse
Sec. II B. As shorter polymers move more quickly in a giv
electric field, the blob configuration moves faster than a r
dom walk configuration which results in a superlinear
crease of speed when the electric field is changed. When
electric field is increased above a certain value the shape
transform into a U-shape, as shown in Fig. 6. With high

FIG. 3. Drift velocity v of polymers of lengthsL up to L5200 in electric
fields betweenE50.001 andE51.
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electric fields it becomes more difficult to escape from t
U-shape. Since the polymer cannot move sideways i
trapped in the lattice for a long time compared to the time
moves.

Figure 6 shows polymers in different configurations. T
first polymer is stretched in the direction of the electric fie
This configuration may be viewed as a large number of v
small blobs. As such, the polymer has a high velocity, wh
may also be seen in Fig. 4 near 5.83107 Monte Carlo steps.
The second polymer is a transition configuration between
fast-moving cigar-like configuration as described above,
the U-shape configuration. The polymer forms a hernia,13,15

which decreases the speed of the polymer locally. When
trailing end of the polymer passes the hernia, the third c
figuration appears. This polymer has a typical U-shape:
two ends both point into the direction of the electric field a
much of the stored length diffuses out of the polymer. T
motion of the center-of-mass stops, as can be seen in F
near 1.253107 Monte Carlo steps. The only way to esca
from the U-shape is to create stored length at the shorter
of the polymer, and then transport it all the way against
electric field to the back of the polymer. It takes an expon

FIG. 4. The position of the center-of-mass of a polymer as a function of
number of Monte Carlo steps. The sample polymer has lengthL5100 and
the position is divided by the applied electric field. The straight lines in
cate the average velocity. From top to bottom, the electric field isE50.1,
0.03, 0.01, and 0.003. The circles denote the locations where snapsho
taken of the polymer configuration; these are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

FIG. 5. Three polymers of lengthL5100 in different electric fields. From
left to right: E50.003, 0.01, and 0.03. Polymers in small electric fields lo
like random walks; in slightly larger electric fields the ends tend to protru
The center-of-mass displacement of these three polymers is shown in F
s
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e
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tial time to escape from the U-shape.13 Just before the poly-
mer escapes from the U-shape, like the fourth polymer,
configuration is stretched and has almost no stored len
This state transforms quickly into a state that resembles
state of the first polymer in Fig. 6.

For small electric fields the polymer configuration
known to resemble a three dimensional random walk. T
average number of kinks is thus expected to be 1/6.
higher electric fields the U-shape configuration becom
more frequent. In this configuration the kinks are likely
diffuse towards the ends of the polymer, which means t
the average number of kinks in the middle of the polym
decreases. When this happens we can no longer apply
blob argument as described in Sec. II B. The mobility of t
blobs in the middle of the polymer decreases as the ave
number of kinks in that region decreases. To check the
pendence of stored length on the electric field we have p
formed some short simulations to find the average numbe
kinks on each location along the polymer. The simulatio
consisted of 109 Monte Carlo steps after 23108 steps of
thermalization, starting with a random configuration. Eve
106 Monte Carlo steps the kinks are counted. The fraction
time that a kink exists on a certain location is displayed
Fig. 7. Duke16 showed that the chain of monomers in th
repton model loses stored length, when subjected to ele
fields. Here we find that the cage model shows a sim
property. The amount of stored length is, on average,
creasing in the middle of the polymer when increasing
field strength.

For high electric fields,E.L21, the dynamics of the
polymer becomes unstable: hernias are created along
polymer, which effectively reduce the number of kinks tran

e

-

are

.
. 4.

FIG. 6. Snapshots of a polymer of length 100 in an applied electric fi
E50.1. In high electric fields the polymer does not look like a random wa
and the dynamics become complex. The center-of-mass displaceme
shown in Fig. 4. From top to bottom the snapshots are taken at Monte C
steps: 5.83107, 8.63107, 1.253108, and 1.663108.
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ported to the leading end of the polymer. This results in
lower mobility of the leading part of the polymer, while th
mobility of the trailing end is not affected. The polymers a
likely to form the U-shaped configurations. In this config
ration, both ends of the polymer point forward which resu
in a decrease of kinks near the base of the U-shape. B
effects are shown in Fig. 7 for polymers of length 100. F
E50.03, the uneven distribution of kinks is clearly visib
and for E50.1, the number of kinks in the middle of th
polymer is clearly much lower than 1/6. When the density
kinks becomes less than 1/6 per monomer, the elastic f
that contracts the polymer is no longer in balance with
electric force. The polymer itself now transports the for
along the chain, which may be better explained by the c
tinuous model of Deutsch and Madden.13

C. Comparisons to previous reports

The results of the Duke–Rubinstein model have be
compared to actual experiments.17 For longer polymers, the
data is well described by

L2v
a

5F S LE

b D 2

1S LE

b D 4G1/2

. ~10!

This function is equivalent to the functionv25aE21bE4,
where a and b are functions ofa, b, and L. To check
whether our results show the same scaling behavior, we
lapsed our data to the functionv85AE821E84, in Fig. 8,
wherev85(Ab/a)v andE85(Ab/a)E. The data in the third
regime is discarded for the calculation ofa andb ~see Table
II !.

Experiments have been performed on electropho
sis;18,19 both articles confirm the existence of regions whe

FIG. 7. The average number of kinks as a function of the distance along
polymer; the end monomer that has the lower potential energy is the he
the polymer. The polymers are of length 100 and the electric fields
E50.003, 0.01, 0.03, and 0.1. The line gives the expected value 1/6 of k
in a random walk.
a
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v;E and v;E2. To the best of our knowledge, the thir
regime has not been observed directly. The cycle of confi
rational changes forL5100, E50.1, as described in Sec
IV B, occurs on the boundary between the second and t
regime, where the times spent in the cigar-like configurati
typical of the second regime, and the U-shape configurat
typical of the third regime, are similar. Rampino,20 and
Howard and Holzwarth21 separately observe a similar cyc
of conformational changes for electrophoresis of DN
stands in a gel.

The diffusion constant isD5Aa/L. The scaling found
by Barkema and Krenzlin12 is given by DN250.173
11.9N22/3, where N5L21. Figure 9 shows our result
compared to their scaling function. Our results agree wit
statistical errors.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The cage model is extended to simulate gel electroph
sis, and the drift velocity of polymers in a gel is measured

he
of

re
ks

FIG. 8. Transition between the linear and quadratic dependence of the
locity on the electric field. For various polymer lengths, the scaled velo
v85(Ab/a)v is plotted as a function of scaled electric fieldE8
5(Ab/a)E, wherea and b are L-dependent parameters given in Table
The curve is given byv85AE821E84; the straight lines indicate linear an
quadratic behavior.

TABLE II. Values forL2a andb, obtained by fitting the drift velocity to the
form v25aE21bE4; these values are used for scaling in Fig. 8. The nu
bers in parentheses show the statistical error~68% confidence! in the last
digit. The graphs ofL2a andb show evidence of convergence to a consta
this is in agreement with Eq.~10!.

L L2a b

30 0.166~6! 0.020~2!
50 0.112~4! 0.055~2!
70 0.088~2! 0.084~2!

100 0.0732~7! 0.112~1!
140 0.0649~8! 0.130~1!
200 0.059~5! 0.141~7!
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a function of polymer lengthL and electric field strengthE.
The polymers behave differently in three regimes of the e
tric field: in a small electric field (EL!1) the velocity de-
pends linearly on the electric field, in a high electric fie
(E.Eh) the polymers are likely to be trapped in a U-shap
probably caused by buildups of stored length protrud
from the confining tube of the polymer, so-called herni
The regime in between shows a superlinear dependenc
the electric field, as reported earlier for the Duke–Rubinst
model. The Duke–Rubinstein model does not allow the f
mation of hernias, which probably causes the difference
behavior for high electric fields.

The typical configuration of a polymer in absence of
electric field is a random walk. When a small electric field
switched on, the polymer stretches in the direction of
electric field. When the electric field is increased above
certain threshold, this typical polymer configuration becom
unstable: hernias form along the polymer chain, which

FIG. 9. Diffusion constant calculated from our measurements, compare
the scaling relation found by Barkema and Krenzlin. This scaling relatio
a straight line whenN2D is plotted as a function ofN22/3.
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,
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.
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-
in

e
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-

crease the mobility locally. The result is that the trailing e
of the polymer folds forward, producing a U-shaped config
ration from which the polymer must escape before it c
move forward again.

The average number of kinks is not uniformly distri
uted over the polymer in electric fieldsE.L21. The two
main contributions come from the cigar-like configuratio
and the U-shaped configuration. If the polymer has a cig
like shape, kinks appear at the trailing end of the polym
and disappear at the front end. When a hernia forms so
where in the middle of the chain it tends to grow: kin
move into the hernia more frequently than they move out
the hernia. The result is that the trailing end of the polym
has more stored length, and therefore a higher mobility, t
the forward pointing part of the polymer. The U-shaped co
figuration also contributes to an uneven distribution of t
kinks along the chain: since both ends of the polymer po
forwards, the kinks diffuse out of the polymer.
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